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NATIONAL ADVISQm CWITTEE '03 AERONAUTICS 

ESTZQ4TED LIFT-D&G =TIOS AT 

SUPERSONIC; SPEED 

By Robert T. iones 

Recent developments in sup&rsonZc flow theory are,applied 
to obtain estimates of the lf_ft-drag ratios that m?.y'be 
achieved by aircraft employing swept-baok prings. Lift-drag 
ratios greater than 10 to.1 can be maintafned up to a Mach 
number of 1.4 by the use of large angles..of sweep end high 
aepeo--ratios. As the speed incre.nses Ln the supersonic range 
the attainable lift-drpg ratios decrense'and the gain due to 
sweepback also appeore to diminish, An efficient confQuration 
for && 1.4 would reauire about 600 gvreepback, an aspect 
ratio of 4 and a w-r+ng-loading of one-third the-atmospheric 
pressure. For a wing loading of 50 pounds per 
cruising altitude would be 60,000 feet and the 
airspeed 290 miles per hour. 

INTRODUCTION 

square fdot 
indicntcd 

The work required to propel ~.n airplane a given distance 

the 

in steady flight fs equal to its weight times the dtstance 
travelled divided by the lf_ft-drag ratio of the nLrglane. 
Hence the fuel expenditure per maile o? flight need not increase 
with speed so long as the l.ift-drag rat10 of-the e.ir~lane can 
be maintained. Ho?Jever , with present shapes a' prdhis$tivc 
loss- of lift-drag ratio pccurs on passing beyond the speed of 
sound and it is evident thnt a rndfc:q:l change in configuration 
will be necessary for efficient flight at hagher speeds; 

The problem of an efficient configuretion.for,fl-lght at 
supersonic speeds ww,jnvestigated by Buscmann in 1935 
(reference 1). Bwsemwn concluded tMt an improvement in the 
B1ft-drag ratio at supersonfc speeds could- be obtninod by 
sweeping the wing back at an angle just ahead of the Each 
cone, but failed to recognize the relatively much greater 
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efficiencies obtainable when,the wing is swept back behind 
the Kach cone. The change in the type of flop when the wing 
lies inside the Hach cone, and the ,resulting increase in 
effioiency have been brought out in reference 2. Rowever, - 
both reference 1 and reference 2 tie restricted to considera- 
tions of t?ro-dimensional floTq and hence aspect-ratio effects 
could not be determined. F.ecent developments in aerodynamic 
theory have overcome this difficulty-, making it possible to 
estimate the lift-drag ratio obtainable with practical 
configurations. 

The present report applies these-new theoretical results 
to obtain estimates of the lift-drq ratios that may be 
achieved with an efficient aircraft at.supersonic speeds. 
The estimates are KLl based on the theory of sm,all disturb- 
antes, first because this is the only adequate theory 
available-,-and second because it is reasoned that-an aircraft 
producing a large disturbance in the external floTr would b&-. 

.---inherently inefficient. 

At ve.ry high JCach numbers even thin bodies an-d small a 
angles ofattack cause relatively large'pressure disturb- 1 
antes and consequeniting of the fluid. Rere the heating 
effect of friction becomes no longer negligible. (Such L 
conditions are likely to be encountered by rockets; however, 
in these casea the efficiency of steady flight may not be of 
primary concern.) The present analysis is ther.ef0r.e limited. . 
to more moderate speeds where the efficiency in steady flight . 
is of primary importance and where it is evident that such __ 
efficiency can be achieved by kn0T.m meens. 

FUNDEWTAL RELATIO?TS FO? 'ZING LOADING, 

ALTITUDE AND WKWWK LIFT-D3AG SAT10 

The lift-drsg ratio of a conventional airplane depends 
primarily on its external configuration and on the angle of ' . . . .._ -- 
attack and does not vary greatly M.th speed provided. the . . 
correct relation bet?reen rsing loading e-nd-altitude is main- 
talned. For maximum efficiency the aimlane.should be 
flown atthat lift coefficient CLo-ot for which lift-drag 

--ratio is a maximum- An increase in-speed, then', necesait.?teS 
an increase in altitude, since vith fixed lift coefficient . 

mf 

* 
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(For a'complete list of symbols see-appendix.) 

where the subscript 

With l&f t-drng 
any increase in the 
thrust is sinply 

+- en J-- (1) 
0 P 

0 refers to conditions at sea level. 

ratio fixed, higher speed does not involve 
thrust requdred for 'level flight; this 

.- 

If the propuls,ivc efficiency of the engine does not drop off, 
with altitude, the increwe in speed will thus be accomplished 
without any increase in the fuel consumption, per mile of 
flight . Furthermore, the increase in speed is not accompanied 
by any significant change in the air loads or pressures on the . 
airplane and hence no increase in structural stiffness is 
required. An obvious advantage of this method of increasing~ 
the cruising speed is that it does not interfere with the 
ability of the airplane to glow 'down at lower alt%tudcs and 
land on short runways. d more aomplete discussion of these 
factors will be found 5n reference 3:. 

_. I 

The altitude and spczd of the airplane, of course, cannot 
be increased indefinitely nt constant thrust, stice eventually 
a critical Kach number will be exceeded and the lift-drag 
ratio of the nirplanc will begin to.deorease. The limiting 
speed and the corresponding altitide-may bo determined from 
the relations 

v = H$ a (3) 

and I I c 

M/S =' CLopt 
$7" 

(4) 

where MI is the Koch number nt which, for CL = CLoptr 
tnc drag begins to rise abruptly, 'a is the velocity of sound 
end W/S is the T-ring loading. 

, .' 

\ 
. 

L 
c 
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Equations (3) and (4) may be combined .in the form 
c 

- (5) 

' where : 
- 

p atmospheric pressure at altitude ~ : 

Y ratio of specific heats for air .(l.Lc). 

Equation (5) gives the relation belzreen P?-ring loading and . _ 
atmospheric pressure-for maxZmum speed rrithout loss of aero- 
dynamic efffciency. This condition-cay-haedly be attained at 
lo?r altitudes since with en atnosph.eFic aressure -Of 2000. pound8 

' per square foot, for & - 0.75 'and the usual vaJ%es..of CLoptr 
the ping loadin, v required ?Tould be of-~t%eCord.eEr of 403 pounds 
ser square foot. At 0'0,000 feet, however, the required wing-.. 
loading works out to be t'he more pract$cal value of 30 pounds 
per square foot. .? 

a 
Lester calculations will shov that similar considerations 

aDply to supersonic -aircraft; that is,'the b.est lift-drag 
ratios are obtained ~7ne.n the M.ng loading.isean appreciable 
fract,ion of the. atmospheric pressure. . .- - L. 

At subsonic speeds it is customary to divide the drag Into 
-h-r0 parts, one the result of friction (including the friction 
drag of the fusela$je-)-.and the' other L- the induced drag - the 
result of.the lift. The.friktion drag is considered nearly 
independent of the angle of attack. ThU8 

c 

CD = CDo -!- CDL 

where Cbo is the drag at zero lift, and for subsonic flow 
equal8 CDf, the friction drag. If the velocity and-pressure 
disturbances produced by the.airplane are small, the drag 
arising from the lift will be satisfeotorily represented by 
the well-knopm formula 

---CL2 
cy)i = -&- : 

* ‘_._^ 
(7) xw 
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or a- 
. 

and the friction drag will benearly Independent of the angle 
of attack. The lift-drag ratio at any angle is thsn 

L -= CL. 
D cDo+SDi ' (9) 

SolvLng for the lift coefficient at maxjmum lift-drag ratio 
. results.in 

CLopt 7 yiz Cl@ 1 

and therefore 

c In calculating lift-drti., m ratio for supersonic speed the 
. -. drag may again be divided into two comioonents, one tnde- 

pendent of the lift and one proportional to the square of the 
lift coefficient. Howevc?, in this case the drag at zero lift 
includes a..pressure drag which vp,iea w%th the thickness of 
the body !3P wing. Also, at supersonio s_needs, the drag due 
to lift carL no longer properly be cpllcd "induced dreg-." At 

I subsonic speeds the drdg arisfng.from the lift can be traced 
to the influence of the trai1in~~vorte.x wake on the wing.- 
hence the designation flinduced.K At sugerson%c speeds, 

I s however, the forward influence'of the wrke usually conetltutes 
only a smc11 part of the Was arising from the lift and hence 
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a. 
the term "induced drag" does not .secm_approg57iato, J)LffFi-a;lt 
divisions of the drag due to -1ift‘I.n.to ~con~~blitn'to'of wave ._. 
drag and induced drag have been proposed, Gut th? :ro2ortions.-. 
nllottod in any particular cast depcildlon tiye: m&t&d of cdcu- 
lation empl.oyed. In the present report the drag ,I@ caL@ulzted . 
by integrating the-pressure distribution in t;lc neighborhood 
of the body and in this case -'CDL e.+earB aim;;ly ae a - - 
pressure drag proportional to the soiir~ of the lift cocffi- 
cient. .The supscript i is ret zined to identify the Inw of 
Va.riakioi? with chat of the induct% drag at subsonic speeds,. I 

Then, for comparison with t!x subsonic cns.e,- we mny write _ .,L3 .-e-i h-S+- '& 3 + c.- ' L.'. <- (+tta- -\ 
CD, = CD; + mt 

-- 
md .-- - - 

where CDf is the total friction drag, and. CDt .thz total 
thickness drag, due to wing and fusel.r.ge. The factor . 
CD&L= bears no simple relation to the asgoct.ratio as-it -. 
doas in the subsonic case, but Is E, com?lcx fuact&on of the 
wine; plan form and load distribution. 

Wth the VP~UCS. of 'G.Do.' arid .0Di/CL2, revised for eu?or- 
sonic conditions, eouations (10) r.nd (i.1) for the o:?timu!m lift 
coefficient end mElximum value of the uft--drag ratio rcm2.in 
valid. Maximum L/D .is o,btaInc:d. when the .draz, due'to lift i6. 
equal to the drag at zero lift. 

_ a . 

The thick~ese drag.of the w$ng mc<y bc ciKLcukt2d.by tkio - -methods of reference 4 or 5. Fi-Fre 1 showa'tho ta!rfation of 
thickness drag tith.K'nch number c~?J.ctiatod by the ncthod of. 
reference 5 for.22 r.ectan&c~.wi$ .ar?d fo-r.-_a-a-vo*$- ewest- 
back wings. In these W.SCS the! nirfo-il.-is of Sym2etricc.l 

-. 

1 
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biconvex section 5 percent thick. no results fo: .Ghe 
swept-back airfoils were obt~.iAed from referace c. T-he 
cLrve for the rectzngulrr 2.irf021 is the ea3e ae that gTZven 
for the infinite wi.ng by the Ackdret thzorg since, a3 zh2A 
been demonstrated by J. N. Nielsen 3J-L an unpublished q?plt- 
catZonl of the same gethod., the J.ntegrz$+ effect of rrrmo7lns 
6utboard portIons of t&c wing on the drag-of thz renc1ndor of 
the wing %a zero, at least so lonr?: ES the 
tfp doee not titorsect the o>sositc ti>- 
GoeffIcient of the recteg&l&r Ofoil 1s 
when 

where 
h I - 

A aspect retio 

eS&ch cone from ozch 
T-W t5iickness drq 
t:herefore oonstzat 

When the wing is swept well behind the &ch cone the - 
flow over most of t&e wing is of the s=bsonfc type. (bee 

__- 
. 

reference 2. ) The -gregsure drag- 9.e enK!+l 2nd May be 
attributed to depaturss ,tro,m the subsonic trU3e of flow in e 
the region of the root section. in thle cosditfon the- 
outboard sections of the wing have little or no dr'eg; rind- ! -,-: 
hence the drag cocf?icicnt is inve~a~ly sro?ortional -to thFA6.L-;i,;-~.S -. 
aspect ratio. At higher speeds, WhCil t-he MtZCh FXI~~C I . 
ap?roRches the -le.zding-odgc ~irgle, -I- the d~stributlon of drq i ; 

I changes and the drc.g coefficient inc:-~,sadB rqidly, ppztfc- j-. 
j 

ularly on the outbopzd sectIons. If the IcE?d+ng cd@ Is _ 
the dry& of the swept wtng ~111 ._ _- 

. . too near the Xach cone, i - .: 
exceed that of the str&qht r-rin~. -- --.L 

. ’ 
-: Figure 2 shows c-plot sinilzr to qIe*e 1 of the . 

variation of drag with Z&x3x number fo;- tepered swept-back 
.- 

airfoils. These results were obt&nod by K, Ikrgolie of 
Langley Ecmorizl Aerorxuticsl L&oratory using ths method 
of refcrencc 5. An cxtonaiv,c e-erTc:s of calculation8 for 
tapered wings has 
(reference 7). 

been giyc,? recently by Stcrsrrt ax?. Puckctt 
in order to simpl%P: the cc.kulatIons A 

. double-vedzc section TEP assumed, though it is not to 5~ 

. 



supposed that such a seotion.would be dcairablc in pr?ctlco. 
Hcrc the e.ngle of sweepb~ck (600) is that of the midchor-,I 

- line of the airfoils, which ia- also the line of maximum thick- 
ness. The shap rises in drag coefficient nczzr 1.4 = 1.52 .s.nd. 
lr; = 1.71 occur when the Each angle appr.onchos the o.ng-1~ of 
the trp,iling edge. Fvfdentlg all soners.tors of tho xfng 
surfexc must Lie behind the Zach l$nos to Inaurc fnvorablo . 
drag: v~Auef3. 1 

According! to the thin cT.irfo&l theory the ,cnLculsSttzA. flow 
for a given aIrf'o2.l plan form p,nd Mc.ch number will nctually 
be similer to the flow over another.plon form at a d!iffGrCnt 
Mach number, provided the two ;>lnn forms e,re oriented similarly --- -with respect to the corresponding i4o.ch:lines. This rclatIon 

--may-be preserved by chnnging the x 
form (fig. 

coord5natcn of the glen 
3) in the j?rb?ortion thr?% the x .coordinstes of 

the Mech lines .sre che+n@eC, thzt is, as m. For plan forms 
having similar flow patterns th ,rntko 

m- cot leading7edgc .en@c will be constant. -- cot sweep e.ngLc of,Xz,aoh l&nes i 

The aspect ratio will then vary with M/fnch number according tp 

A rJF=x = conatc.nt 

s*nd thin e-irfoil theory shows that the dreg cocfffcicnt ~111 
be proportional to -. 

- 

. 

I 

+ 

r 

- 

-. _. _.-. .- 
* 

trhere t/c is .the thickness-chord ratio mes.surcd In the strcsm . 
direction. Figure 4 ahowa the coefficicny -_. 
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plotted agafnst m for the co~st~t~chcmi biconvex airfofls. 

in general, the friction drag of the ping will be of the 
same order of nagnituds PB the thictiess-drag:. At very high 
speeder a considerable amount of heat is gemrated fn the 
boundary layer and the resultant temperature variattan affects 
the nagnitude of the skFn frfction, For moderate wpersonic 
speede, however, the heating effect fs not large and-t-he nor3.z~l 
relation of akin friction to Reynolds number will not be 
greatly modified. 

For present purpogei a coneervatLve.value of GDf = 0.006 
corresponding to a turbulent bounCiaz?p larer at a Etegnolds 

, number of 10" hae 'Own med. 

Drag of Fuselage 

A method for calculatfng the wave drag of a,el%nder 
fuselage at suprrs.onlc weed8 we.8 aiven b:? von Icarr~an in 1935 

f 
(reference g:>. This method wae epslied 1-n rnforence 9 to a 
series of bodies of parabolfc PJ?C shape and estfmates of the 
friction drag added to obtain total drar. More recertlg the 
calculations-of &ack (reference lo>, Sears (reference ll), 
and Lighthill (refereqce,l2) kavs Sacotie available. --L mFei3e 
investigators apply Kazman'e clethod to the detsrnination of 
body fo%s having a-minimm wave drag for certain. conditionsc 

. The ninlxm ?rnbTelrr is solved for t3ree caees: viz, I, given 
volume and given length; II, given length and given diameter; 
and iII, given dfazeter and given volume? . . 

The tollarzring equ&tio-r,s my be obtaincd2 from Haackr'.a 
resort (reference 13). The I.t3n,g%i t. ia so chosen that t'sre 
body lies betilreen +I and -1 03 the x-axis; r/ro '.is the 
radius at any statio_rl in tmms_of the naximxz radltus ro and 
a ts the frontal area. mo2. The volume is given in tsrm 
of the volum of the circu:rlscribed cylinder, and the drag 
coefficient, wSPch dccs not 'inolude friction,, 1s giVea in 

a-.. . . "The forzulaa g;ivcn as t%e final relations in the report are 
fn error. How3VBT, *hs correct relations can,eaeily be 
derived froir, the preceding eqtitiona. _. 
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terms'of the front& ar@e. The factor 
rntfo, diameter/length. 

.- --Caee I: ' Given length, given volmc 
--- 

d/t 18 the fincneas 

Volume z-2 112 "aa 

CD = .j IT2 ($1” J 
--- . . _ 

CF.ElCZ II: Given length, given dicmcter 

v0l~n0 --L-~ t mea 
-5; 

--.- -----_..-~- 
CD = ?T= 0 a $. . ,, J 

-.-.- 2 --.- ( r 1 ro = m- - 9(IJi-z3-} 3 - 3x2coss-= $ 

Figure 5 shows the body shqce -computed from tkrc?sc* formult.8. 
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Although the wave dre~'&-ia$nis:5e~ with.increaaing slsn- 
dsrness the frictim dras fo~+~'~-iven volume or a given 
cross siction tcnds to in&gas&.-be&uEc of the gfez.tcr 
surfnce arca. -Kiti? usual 't'slus'S:of thc'friction coefficient 
a favorable balance bztweon the t?xL aom::qnenta requires such 
a slander body that in most cases the dimensions will actually 
be .qoverned by the minimum c.llowa.blc'.-dross sectio'ti. For a 
slender body the &ur'Zace ards dnd .hetice the friCtiOD dreg " 
associated with a given 'nrdss sectio;r ls.?3ro ortiona1 to S/d, 
Wall the wave drag is pro2ostionrl to ,_(z/ 15 . ,st follow8 
that the total dras w-ill bc a minimum xhen the slenderness 
ratio is such that the friction drag is twice the xavo drag. 

. - 

It.wLll be noted that the body shape for case I.actually 
hss vary little more d??as t&n the case.II body of the @FmC .= 
diamctcr, and since body I has a grcs.tor useful volume, it 
seems a lo@.cal choice for.gracticsJ. design. Figure 6 shows 

.z 

the wave drag for c.s.se -I and also the total drzg,- bEsod .on a 
skin-friction coefficient of 0.0021, 2-s ti.function of the 
fineness ratio. T'%e yzl.1-3 of thL6 frfLction coefficient wak 
obteined from reference 13. and corrSsponds to a fully turbu- 
lent boundary layer and a Ke nolds ntuzmbcr *Y 
friction coofficicnt the o$cimum fineness 
to 1. 

ail*. Yith this 
ratio is about 16 

The dr~.?~: dUC tO lift ie-CStfm~.tad frO;zl thCOretiC~~ 
solutions for the supersonic flohr ovx thin lifting 8urfccos. 
TheO~Cticp~.golutions are known for czscs in p!hf.ch the 
lifting suyf-ace is .currod.and twist4 in such a wcljr as to 
Su$pOrt.+ U,IIifOXT- load (rofcrence lk) and, for certain 
rcctangulcr, trixqulsr, or taporcd 
14 Gild. 15) . 

Uniformly Loaded Surface 
. . 

loaded surface Z&Y be The solution for th5 uniformly 
CcriGee.by LPC?~LO&E stroller to those described in refeknce f3 
for -the nonlifting sirfoil. In that report the pressure due . 
to thickness on an airfoil obliou~ to the st~~e~m KL?S OhtP;i~.Cd 
by sul2er>osing the cffcots of .obliquc? lint source8 In the - 
P.CCk?lH?atiOn pOIJ3ItipZL ficlc?, The- effect of a. line source is 

flat surfaces (rcfCrcnces L 



. 

. 
to cause a deflection of the.stream linc~ crossing the source .- 
like the deflection cauecd,by a thin wedge-shaped body; that 
18, the ffns source. is followed by.an p.rc-c. over which t'ne - 
vertical velocity w 18 constant and of opposite sign above 
end below the chord piano. . 

Similarly, an oblique vortex.give,nrfse to a conatmt 
-Alfference in the horizontal velocity 

. ' 

fore in the preaeure, above and below 
ing the vortex. The, correaljondtig w 
vortex i-s given by . . 

increment. .u, and there- 
tho pILanE. of flow cros8- 

for a eegi-infinite ., 

whcrc x1 = x - my and jy'j .denotes the abooluts voluo of 
- mx .(Tho geometry of the fiaura has bern adjusted, F.B _ 

iesczibed in the areceding.sectlon pnd rcfercnca 
correspond to the-case in which the 

5 to 

d?x?x= 1.1' 
ihdz cngl0 ie.45O; that is,. * , - 

_. 
The shape-of the eurfaco and the canatrnt _?rcssure arz 

related to tho velocity increments-by the following formulas: 

AZ= 2u 
4 T 

09 > . . 

Thus the camber of a triangular airfoil ~C~pod- to support L-L L 
uniform load (fig. 7) may bc obtained by superimposing two 
oblique vortices to form a V coinciding with thz leading' .- 
edge of the tri,r.nglc. IntcSrntFon .of cgunt+qn (l-7) for th$E: 
case yields: 



.-. . . . 

I 

L 

. 

t 

. 

where 

To obtain a 1lftix-r ~u;rf~ce 3 i finite chord it is IWCWsSFgY _ - 
to introduce a nega%Pvs V-sZ~.:?ed vortex pt the desired. chord 

- length dok-nstreem. (see. Pig. 3. > Shro-dgh the use of a finite 
- numbe@ of etraIght voart.s~ se,-r;wnts anjr D~P~I fr-rm bounded by' ' 

straight Lfnes can be obtained. 

The var:afion of w over the area enclosed by the 
vortex segments not only Fives the camber an&.tVist of the 
Purfaoe require? to. cti~yr$ a'<~I~orrg l&L, bluf also can be 
used to calculate 'the,-drag: az!iei-n$ .fkom the Uft.. It can be 
Been that, since.thd ymaetiure dIe$fbution 2s uniform overt 
the section, the resultant force ~-Cl2 lie in a direction at 
right angles to the chord line, or the line Joining the 
leading and trailing sbge, reg-azdlgss of the camber of the 
surface. Bence the eng3.e of attaok of the chord lLne at any 
section times the lift gives t-he-dreg du'e to' lift at that 
sec3tici'n. 

In case the 1eadYng edge of the airfoil fe ahead of,the 
Xach cone the uniformly loaded surface is flat over nortlone i, 
of the wkng not influenced by the root or the ti?, as is given 
by the Ackeret theorY. Kore interesting cases are thoao in 
r=hich the lep.c?ing'&ges sre swo"t behind the l.Qxch cone. 

In the c~sc of the fwcpt-back ~lng it 3.s found that the 
angle of attack has a logarithmic inf-fnity at the center 
eection. Eence the v3nz *would require an inf2nite tM.st to 
maintain the uniform load across this section. At a dietance 
from the center sectton the ehwoe of the lifting surface 
resembles t-hat of the familiar ~!conste.nt load .~ll&~ linen wed 
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for stiosonic airfoIls. The tW.st and hence the section drag 
disappear rapidly with distance froze. the center eection. 
There 4s cotisequently a marked reduction of drag coefficient 
with increasing aspect ratio, just as in the case of the drag 
due to thickness. 

The inffnite i3is-t re ul35d at the root section, of 
4 

. 
course, makes the construe .ion.of suoh a sting inpractical. 
We may conclude that'in & practLoe1 wing there will be some 
falling off of thelIft across the center section, and calcu- 
lations of the lift distrZbution for flat surfaces shoTr such 

4 

--a loss. The un/formly loaded airfo2.l gives a useful picture 
of the variatfon of drag VIth plan fork, holrever. In spite of 
the fact that the local &"a~ coefficient e.t the root sectIon 
tends to?*ard ;Fnff_nity, the'fntegrated OF over-all drag 
coefficient of tSe s~~ept-bao-L 5 T*inF is .ffnite and at reasonable 
aspect ratios is considerably lov& than that of the flat 
unswept oring. 1 

Ffpre 9 shows the coefficient of drq due to lift 
CDI/CL~ for a series of uj1Fpok33.y loaded airfo,lls having a 
constant chord and varying degmea, of mteep. TO simplify the . - 

-calculations, an a-;lproxiraPtion va.s made for t'Ie eflect of the 
--wing t lg. Yith the tip cut off p.s,?llel to tho direction of. - 

flight R large titisf +toulti t?qeoreticz.lly have been required to - 
maintala the uniforr~ load rigLt>..6ut t6 the-tip. Instead of 
calculatLng.this additionKL ImIst at the tip, the shape of the 
infinite wing Mth unIforr=; I;oad.VaS- assmed without nodiffca- 
tion and a loas in Lift within the 1G3 cone origine.tIng at 
each tip t-788 t&en into accoulzt. SInbe the lift ~12.1 have the 
full value along the bomde,ry of the oone an%rrill fall to 
zero at the tip, an averagevalue ,of hdt the full load Tsras 
used oveF this region. Since the efi%ct of this~a~'ljroxinatlon 
to a tip effect on the total dr&i value Vas snail, any error 
involved in the a~$roxknatLor, must also bs anall. If the tip 
were cut. off along the Xack Lines, slightly loT?er velues of 
cD&LG Nould have been obtaingd. 

Figure 9 sho?s that t-he values af. CDL UL Pa at super- 
sonic speed are in generFtl hig%er .than the value correspond&-q 
to the same aspect ratio at substitiic speed but- approach this . 
value a8 the angle of sweep ‘3s iLnMeased (i.&., es n+Oj. 
The practical dffficirlty of rminfainin~ a gi.ven aspect ratio 
of course increases PA ths angle OF svee:2 is increased. " 

I 
-_ 

.-. ,. -.- .._^” 
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F1r.t Lifting Surfqcee 

Rectarqular plan form.- For a flat rectangular i-ring 6f 
infinite aspect ratio the Ackeret theory gives 

Since the lift is at right angles to the chord, 

CDi = 6, x rY . . . (22) 

and 

Cm 
$j& ,q = Oo25 (23) 

.- 

'At a Haoh number of 1.4 this value is nearly ffve tfnes the 
drag due to lift of a 8ubsonIc airfoil of aspect ratio 6. 

If the wring has a finite aspect ratio there ntll be a 
reduction of 1Fft at the tip ani! a consequexit reduction in 
bC~/oa' 'from the value given by equation (21). The distri- 
butionof lift over the f;Lp of a flat tiectangular-sing-has 
been calculated by Busemann (reference I&). The lift over the 
portion of the ?rinp.betyTeen tile %ip F&.ch7@nea (fig.. FO). is 
constarit-and eouaX to-that given by the Ackeret theory.. 
Within either tip cone the 1Ift pressure falls from this value 
to zer5 at the tip. If y/x represents the fractional 
distance from the tip to?%rd 'the ?$a& line at a given chord- 
wise position, 
the function 

then the lift preesure varies according to 
. 

&--& 5oE3-L 1 - ( 29 (2b I 
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Sup-erposing the effects of the two tip cones where they * ;-. 
overlap andintegrating the pressure over the whole wtig gLves 
for the lift coefficient 

.- 

and for the drag'due to lift 

Busemannle solution is valfd for A dm-2 1.0, that is, 
so long C?.B the Kach cone from one tfp does not cross over t-he 
opposite tip. It 3s interesting to note that Trhen A&a-1=1.0 ' - 
the lift falls to zero along th-e:Sshole trafling.edge and the 
span load distribution..is elliptlc.al, as s-norm in r&ference 16 
for airfoils of-very low aspect ratio. 

- 

Trlt?.ngulp p1r.n form.- Formulae for the li.f.t.distribut$pn ' 
and .&;&;I for a flat triangular rjrfoil behind the Mach 

G- 
- ----cone have been g:ven recently by Stewart (refer.ence 15). I 

Stevart find3 that the.ltft distri3ution as predicted from 
- -elementrry oonsLderat&png- for very slender triangles (refer- 

ence 16) zctuclly holds for all 1ec.ZLfigL5dgc ~ngfcs until the ' 
leading edge touches the Kach cone. StePTart finds ,also I 

. . . 
(27) 

. 
where E = E(dEa) is the elliptic integral. 

In the cese of the flat surfzee r-71th the leading edge 
behind the Mach cone, the chordwise lift distribution has an 

. . 
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infinite value at the'leading edge just a6 it does in the 
subsonIc case. Here the resultant force will be inclined 
forward'relative to the chord pl,ane because 'of the suctfon 
force at the leading edger 

The drag due to Lift'for the .flat trig&a-r airfoIl 
wa8 evaluated by setting up the complex exgressIon for..ths 1. 
velocity field u and w by meana of Busenann's met-hod 
(reference 14). The dragwas then calculated from the 
formula 

by integrating around a contour c a short distance away 
from the airfoil surface and'enclostig the ELngularity at ' ' . the leading edge. Th6.resuZ.t i8 

- . 

(29) 

A almilar formula hae been even recent2.y by Y. D. Hayes 
(reference 17). 

In thts formula, the firat term represent6.a drag eaual 
to the lift times the angle ofattac5, -and the second term 
represents the tIzuat at the letiding ed@e. -It 3.6 noted that 
this latter term dItsapseara nrogreselvexv as tile edze 
approaches the &ch cone fi:e., A&n&4). At the .o ther 
limtt, the slender triangle near the center of the Xach cone, 
E+l,and. ; 

(30) 



as in reference 16. Although t&e theory shows a forward 
thrust on the thin plate with a sharp edge, ft is not to be -- expected that this gharacteristic will be ro.elizcd in 2racticc 
unless the lsading edgeis‘givcn a.ffn,fte radius or cazbcr. 

- Tapered plan form.- The thearctic,al lift distribution 
for a flat 'untapere& swept-back wing with the loadlag edge 
behind the IQach cone has not yet been determined. However, the 
solution, for the flat triangular wi.ng.may be readily eztondcd 
to include a e~ecial family of tapered wings. X%-&3 extension 
Is based on the fact that an_;area Of the triangular wing may 
be removed by making cuts along ?&,ch i&es Tqithout affecting 
the flow over the area remaining ahead of the cuts. In 
partlculer, the removal of-eu.& area ell not.qffcct the 

..-suction force on the leading edge, as long as the area rcmovdd 
does not include-any of the Ieading.edge so that the 
coefficient of thrust till-be i-ncreased as arks. is. cut away. 
Evidently the most efficient members of this f?.mily of air- 
foils p.re those 4n whichthe maximum area is cut out of the 
triangle, that is, the wing is tcl@~&. to.a no$nt. (See 
fig. l-l). 

. With the .trailing edgo fllxed a'cthc i!nch angler the angle 
of tzpcr and honcc the aspect ratio of these winge‘varies with 
the angle of sweoQ in such a rnr,linEF t&&c 

68 the lending edge a>sror?ches the Mqh cone m->l.O 
and the asl?ect rat10 &promhcg inf$nfty; 

The lift-curve.sl.o>e of those airfolls Is dctcrzined 
.__ simply by fntogrntfng the prc8sur.c distribution ,for thL 

-- triongu.le,r a-LrfoFl over the ap~ro2rietc ,-.rca,t,. The. cnlc~ul.e.- 
tlon give8 m -. .A- -. 

'(32) 

. - 

. . 

?.nd for the drag due. to lift 
e 
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wherq N 3.8 the ratio of the Iift4.urve slope of the 
triangulw nlrfofl to T+hnt of the tapered airfoil, that Is,: 

_ . 

t 
F’ 

. 

. 

Equations (31) through (34) apply to t3e case of the. 
wing tapered to a point. In su?3sonic IL&-r sluch extreme tEper 
is knopm to lead to high Loc~4. I%ft coefficients over the 
t2p portlons and to the possli~tlit:~ of tip st,?lllng even nt 
moderate lift coefffcients. 9 eimikr~tendcncy fs evident 
at supersonic speeds; in fnct, the ficction lift coefflclents 
tend to?rard fnfl.n$ty ct the potited.tip. Ifence the extreme 
tnper should not be used In'pr~~tice and v.CLue of GDJCL2 
cKLcul~.ted for the6e c.zsea will be eom.+hEt o~tfs!istfc, 

CompCarison of .Lift nnd Dr-.g V,-lues for Blat Surfnces 

Curves shovring'the vrY+etion of Lift-curve slope Trith 
Xach number 2nd aspect rrtio for .the rectnngulxr, trSEn *lrr, 
and t,?pered zitifolle are sho?m In figure 12. 'At &jpx$yL 4 
the leading edge of the trkngulcr airfoil touches the Kfich 
done and, aa shoTa by Fuchett (reference $1, the lift chr?.ra+ 
teristios Et higher aspect rp:?ios- .?ze fdentlcal with thoee of 
a rectangukar 4.kfoi.l of infinite aspect ratio. 

The -drag due to lift versus nspect rntfo for the various 
flat wfngs is shown In figure 13. According to the Ackeret 
theory * 

and it is to be noted thnt both the reckngular and the 
- . , 
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triangular airfoils agljroach this value at.hiF@er as:>ect ratios. 
At 

the leading edges of the triangular airfoll are behind thc.Xach 
cone and the drag due to lift is reduced somewhat because of 
the-suction on the leading edge. 

CD&L? 
Eow.ever , the reeJly favor- 

.- -able values of are obtained only with the swept-back 
wings of relatively high aspect ratio. The fact that the 
values for the flat pointed wings agree with those for the L--- 
cambered, untagered airfoils shown on figure 9 is an indi-m 
cation that the drag due ,to -lift ie :?rYimarily'a. function of . 
sweepback and aspect ratio. 

2ESULTS 

The total drag of.the suyereonic aircraft can nqw be 
estimated by addlng up the coml>on.en$s [thus -far coxsidercd 
with an allowance for the friction drag of-the kfig and a 
small allowance for the tail surfaces.. 

-- 
Since the lift-drag rat10 increases wimxcreasing slen- 

derness of the wing, it is necessary to establish tiotie standard 
--of slenderness to obtain coa?arative va3;ues. - .- A:rough measure - 

of the structure1 stiffness of a w%ng:ts the maximum :spar 
depth at,the wing root divided.by the.dietance,, measured aiong ' . 
the sgar, to the' oentroid.of area of the wing. A vdue of 

T/l5 seems to be about the lkcit-of pceaen-&da-j ..$bfif3tpu3tj.onm : 

--..aiZPlane with Conetant Chord Sue?t-back Wfng -,_. 

Figure 14 shows &Aft-drag ratios obtainable at X =-1.4 as 
a function of m with a configuration .embodying the conetant # - - chord, uniform lift airfoil and a.tce T body of.15 to 1 fine- 
ness ratio. An allowance of CDf= 0;006 was made for the 
friction drag on the wing and.a yalue equal to 10 percent of the 
wing drag was allotted to the vertical. tail. No horizontal 
tail is shown, since it ia .not c.iear j&at such a-tail xould be-'.' - " 
reauired with this configurat&on. The-frontal area of the body 

* wee assumed to be 4 percent of the wing area. The drag and lift 
of the wing were assumed to carry across the center sections;. ' * 

--- 
- -- 

i 9 
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lqrfthout being mob.I.f'ied by the Treeence of the body- 
: 

The airfoil' shape 1s obtained by superim3oeinc a oara- 
bolic arc thickness dietribution uT0n.a cambered and -Wisted 
surface de‘signe$ as discussed earI.ter., tc su?oort a uniform 
load. The vari!& in srx:eepback or .m, in thts case ?-Tap; 
assumed to be obtained by rota&g the x-Lng'-Janels ?iihcut 
changing theilr length-width ratio, hence the ae-lect ratio 

-varies rgith eweeg as shown. The =rin&? in the unGwemt .po.slfion 
would have an aspect ratio of-12. T? the-ratio of-the root - 
thickness to the soar len&h from the root reotion to the. 
centroZd of the wing Tane? .is l/15, the thickneec-chord ratio 
of the unwYe2t Tgfng would be 0.2. The same wing.rotcted 
through 60~ (m *= 0.577) has an as-2ect ratio of 3 and a t/c . (c measured qarallel to the stream) of 0.1. . . 

The calculations for the uniformly lotied ~-rinse show 
higher lift-drag ratios for s.tl.11 higher amct. -ratios and 
greater thickness-chord ratios, but it 1s doubtful that the 
calculations based on the theory of small disturbames apply 
in these cases. 

Because of the higher aspect,ratTos attainable y%th-a . e faoered wing It 1s found that thefe confLwration6 are more _... w efficient then the constant chord r-dngsj and therefore they 
will be discussed in aomer-hat greater detail. 

Figure 15 e13o-w the lfft-drag ratios obtainable at PE = -i.& 
'371th the flat oointed win%. TLe pro-lortions of fuselage and 
tail are the~same asin the $rec&ding case, and the ssme value 
of CDf was used. The calculations Were zade assumiw double- 
p-edge sections 
factor of 4/3 

(as in fig. 21, but an a~7roximate correction 
was 'Inserted into the thickness drag to take A account of-the greater average alone of the blconvex .grofLle. 

The quantity L/3 is the'rstio of-th&.-Tjava- dragof-the bfconvex 
sectlon to that of t'ne'donble+7edze section in %o-dimensional . 

I f 1OW. The maximum T*ing thickness-in each case is agaTn l/15 
the distance from the wing root to the centroid of area of the . half sting. The varI.ati.on of t/c (etreatiw%se) is .shoT-n in 
figure 15. 
line, 

Since the trailirg-ed.~e..angle ts fixed on t-he Each 
the aspect ratio Wcreasee Indefinitely as m a23roachea w 1, according to equation (33). The 09timIlm Lift coefficient 

; 
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Calculated by equation (LO), i6'al~o 6hoT.m in figure 14;. 
_.- -- .- -FXgLrre 16 shows the variation of (L/D)max trith m at 

different Xach numbers. It le'noted that the o~tinurn value.of 13 
is different for different Nash number61 there appear6 to be 
no fixed relation between the .ewee?back angle and the Mach 
angle. Evidently relatively greater s?reepback angle6 ehould 
be used at smaller Ka.ch numbers. The .optimum values of m will, 
of course, be influenced by the magnitude of the friction dra;:. .- 

DISCUSSION OF RZSULTS 

Effect of Plan'Form L 

Figure 17 gh;pTs the lifm=ratioe replotted against 
aspect ratio and cornoared with values estimated for a straight - -wing-body combination. It .:qill be noted that UYJ to M = 2 the 
awegt-back -ring116 much.more efficient. than the strsight ~+'ing. *- 
The difference ie smaller at the higher Kach numbers, ho?.ever, 

-- ----and the advantage6 of sweepback at very high Mach numbers may 
-------be queetfoned. In each caee the efficiency diminiehce Trith Mach . 

number. 

Although the configurationa shown in figures 14 and 15 
w 

appear from the calculations to give .the best lift-drag ratioa, 
-. it is not to be a66umcd that thepc configure.tlone Fire actually 

the most suitable for Tractice. u6e. In oractice the *.-ring muet ' 
- .-o_f_..course.havLa flnite ti.3 -. chord and may al60 require @some 

oamber or Wist to avoid the high concentration of load near 
the tips. Aleo, RR ha6.beon grcviouely remarked, the location 
of the trailing edge on, rather then behlnd, the Kach lines 
tr.88 chiefly a comoutetional device. It in probable thet a 
greater 6weep of the trailing edge..I?rauld- be deeirable. 

Such modifications trill of course cause change6 in the 
lift-drag ratio. Hot..ever, it ie believed t&t the =gheet lift- 
drag values 6hOWI czn'actuall jr be-a?:oroached with r>ractical 
configurations. The theoret?.cal value6 of CDi/CLz for the 
wing with its trailing edge along the Kach cone are eomet.rhat 
more favorable than the valuee to be emeciieh ~.i%& R wing 
having its.trailing edge behind the ?ach cone. On the other 
hand., the location of the trailing edgs along the Xach line if3 
unfavorable from the standpoint of thicknee6 drag, an eh0v.n by 
figure 2. Hence the net effect.'o.f trailing-edge location on 
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N 
I b/D)max is not expected to be very pronounced.- The benefi- 

cial effects of tapering the wing indicated by figure 17 may 
fqr mdre moderate degrees 

: 
also be assumed to hold qualitatively 
of taper. . . . . 

Airfoil Section' I' 
No attempt was ;dade in the analysis 'to' find an opt1mu-m 

airfoil profile. - The section assumed for the calculEtfons 
has a peraboliu thickness dlstributLon, In practice, as 
prev1ousJ.y mentloned, it would be 'neoessarg to rounh or 
camber the leadIng edge to achieve the predicted values of,' 

. cD&L2* It ml ht'also be advantageous to use (with the 
tapered plan form 7 a cusped traLling edge. This device would 
enable the designer to'take advantage of the high lift to be 
obtained'by plauing the trailing edge along the Xach lines, 
while effectively giving the thlfckness distribution a greater 
angle of s??eep and-thus averting the larg'e wave drag rrhich 

* arises when the generators of the ti?iokness distribution are 
too near the Eaoh'linee. 

I FrZction Drag 

The allowance of 0.006 made for the friction dreg coeffi- 
cient of the wing corresponds to p. turbulent boundary layer 
at a Reynolds number of 107, The assumption of turbulent 
friction for both wing and. fuselage is believed to be 
conservntivej since there are indications that large areas of 
laminar flow can be c.ch$eved at supersonic speeds. The 
importance of maintaining-l.aminar flow or otherwise reducing- 
the fr.iction can ,be seen from the mexgftudes pf the v?~A.ous 
drag compdnents with the best,conffguration (fig. 15, m = 0.5) - 
at a Mach nUmber'of-1.4.. -The ,variow components are shoym 
in the follo?ring table: . 

(1) Thickness dr~g'of.~~-~~~~---,.~.O.O~~~~ 
(2) Friction drag of wing ,o&&- . I, 
(3) Thickness drag of body .0026- 
(4) Friction drq of body .0036" . 
(5) .Drqg. of.vertic,nl- taPI: _ _- .CIOl.@- 
Total dreg at Fe??0 'lift: cDo - y. ;0?@6 

Drz?@ due to' iift CDL = -: .--a 

Totd drag 

Friction drag (21 + (41 0.0096 
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.Note that the friction dra 
K 

Is more than 50 percent of the . 
total drag.at zero lift, n this case the maximum lift-drag c 
ratio is 10.7; with completely laminar Plo?~~ the ratio *.Tould - increase to about 15. . 

Optfmum Ting Loading and &l.tftude 

The analysis indicates that reasonably good aerodynamic 
efficiencies are .obt21nable-,up to Mach numbers of 1.5.' At 
M= 114 the best configuration studied should operate near a 

-. lift coefficient- of 0.35; From eQuat.fon (5); the ?3ng Loading 
-‘for this,case works out to be about 'one-half the atmospheric 

pressure4 Phts pressure disturbance can no longer be'considered 
small and the question-arises as to &ethtir the 'J-inecrized 
theory can be considered nppl1cable in this case. No accutiate 
analysis of this llm1tation ocn be given at present. However, 
an approximate criterion can be deduced-by comp.<rfng the flow 
over the swept-back wing with the.two-dimeneionol subsonic flow - 
over a wing section at .the axae cqmponent,Yach number as 
euggeeted in reference 2. When this comparison is made for 
configurations near the. optimum in figure 15 it is found that 
the wing sections axe operating beyond their criticcal Xnch I 
numbers r.t the indicated optimum lift coefficient. Thus it 

appears thn.t the optimum lift coefffcicnt will nctuplly be 
smaller than is fndicqted by the lineorfzed theory. For the _ - 
best configurnt%on at Zf = 1.4-, it -".ppep.rs that the optimum 
lift cocfficlent may- be ne,?ser Q.25 thpn the 0.357 Indicated 
by figure 15. In this cwc the bhnx will be diminished 
from J-0.7 to 10, and the optimum wing loading from one-half to 
approximately one-third atmospheric pressure. At Ben level 
the wing Ionding required ?rould.bc 700 pounds per square foot, 

.but for opgrction.o+t 60,000 feet the much more rcnson~ld~ figure 
of 50 pcunds.pe.r square foot ia .obtcXtied. JS this KLlyitude the 
true airspeed is 900 miles perhour'and. tha Andicnted airspeed . 
290 miles per hour. 

Ames Aeronnuticrl Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Koffctt Field, C,d.if.; IJay 1947. . 
. 
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CDt 

CDT 

CDf 

SZBQLS 

flight veiodity 

vel'ocZty at 3x5~. I.eve_& 
-- . . 

air density 

density at sea level 

atmospheric pressure 

thrust * - 

weight 

lift 

drag 

Hach number v 
0 a 

velocity of sound 

lift coefficient 
( he I- 1 

ratio of egeclfic heats (cy= l.$'for.. air) 

drag coefficient 
( &> .. - 

drag coefficient at zero lift 

coeffic2ent of drag due to thickness 

coeffictent of dras due'to lift * - 

friction drag coefficient 
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A ae?ect ratio 

b M.ng .sgmr~ (peqendicular to direction of flight) 

X coordinate along direction of flight 

l-i? - Parameter itidicating relative eI!.oTe of W.ng leading edge 

cotangent ,le,adins-edge angle 
m = cotpngent wee?. angle of' Xach .lines 

t 

C 

- 
thic'r;nesP of T-ring at midchord 

i-rir@ chord . 

-. - _- 

--- z. * length of fupelnge -- --. --- -- . -- - r . .- 
.r radius of fuselage 

r0 

d 

T= 

U 

Y 

X’ 

Y' 

z 

a 

E 

N 

maximum rad.iue 

maximum diameter of fueelag.ei (d = 2r,) 

Pmall vertical vslocity dieturbbnco 

emall horFzontP.1 velocity disturbance 

1.atsra.l (e~arwise) coordinate 

x - my' X1 = x +..my 

Y --- jhy+mx 

vertical COOrbin8te of kng camber line 

angle of attack 

complete elliptic integral o,f the second kind 

ratio of lift-curve eiope of triangular p.irfoil to 
that of the tr.pered. p.i.rfo3.1 

-- 
--- . - I 
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